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Ballet BC overwhelms with sunning
evening of contemporary dance
STEPHAN BONFIELD Updated: January 21, 2019

Ballet BC dancers Justin Rapaport and Parker Finley in Enemy In The Figure, part of a
triple bill at Jubilee Auditorium. Courtesy, Michael Slobodian  M I C H A E L
S L O B O D I A N  /  M I C H A E L  S L O B O D I A N

They came, they danced and they conquered — again. Artistic Director Emily
Molnar’s Ballet BC glided into the Jubilee Auditorium for a weekend triple bill
and flooded audiences with its impressive, athletic cast of dance wizards. It
was their first trip back to Calgary to be hosted by Alberta Ballet in 10 years
and it was even more successful than their previous visit.

Ballet BC danced like they were a single organism, effectively a unified, well-
tuned instrument. Leading off with William Forsythe’s groundbreaking
conceptual ballet Enemy in the Figure, then continuing with Crystal Pite’s liquid
beauty Solo Echo, and wrapping up with Medhi Walerski’s Petite Cérémonie,
these well-attended shows garnered effusive praise from Calgary’s dance
fans, some of the finest and most enthusiastic in our country. For any lover of
the arts, the place to be in Canada this month was at the Jubilee for these
intensely athletic, lovely performances. 

Forsythe’s Enemy in the Figure proved to be a stunning start to the
evening. Thom Willems’ electro-bent score seemed to guide the dancers in
unremitting waves of unending energy. The very physics of ballet was on
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display here, running its gamut from pure form to pure chaos. 

One dancer is pinned to a wall, released, and then gravitationally pressed to it
again. Others interact with an undulating Le Corbusier wall, melding into
shadow then dissolving their substance in powerful jumps and turns, a rare
kinetic beauty unleashed. An office chair is rolled about the stage with a giant
spotlight on its seat, changing our sense of light and shade, reality and illusion,
as it is pushed in every direction.  

A rope seems to spontaneously transmit a sine wave across the stage from a
hidden source. Dancers, sometimes in elegiac parings, or at other points in
solo movement, seem to defy the restrictions and constraints of what central
core movement can allow by taking position and shattering a small given
space into quantum shards. Space wasn’t danced, it was purely embodied,
then exploded and reassembled from three to four dimensions through a
feeling of poetry set to abstract movement.  

Artists of Ballet BC in Solo Echo, part of a triple bill from Ballet BC at the Jubilee
Auditorium.Â  W E N D Y  D  /  W E N D Y  D .

Here was a disciplined group of dancers of a type we rarely get to see. And in
Crystal Pite’s fluidic Solo Echo, premiered by Nederlands Dans Theater in
2012, we saw another side of the company’s rich artistic personality. Solo
Echo was set to two throbbing movements taken from the Brahms cello
sonatas, and it was here that Ballet BC impressively changed gears, working
with close pairings and conjoined corps movement that depended on Eric
Beauchesne’s careful staging and Pite’s pure sense of emotive
storytelling. This was a kind of narrative ballet where Mark Strand’s beautiful
poem Lines for Winter could take equal place with Brahms’ sentimentalist,
closely registered harmonies, mirrored in the intimate orbits of the dancers.

Cast in soothing near darkness (a beautiful set design by Jay Gower Taylor),
snowflakes seemed to fall like a Jennifer Steinkamp digital mural, stretched
across the back of the stage.  Except that the effect wasn’t digital at all. It was
38 kilograms of stage snow dropped under careful illumination, thanks to an
amazing Tom Visser, whose lighting just made the show. It was spectacular
and sublime all at once, enhancing careful movement in a liquid emotion only
Pite can achieve. Each dancer connected to the other, like kernels on a
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popcorn string, transferring to one another energetic orbs of abstract feeling, a
solo echo of the other’s psychological presence. Partnering was totally
captivating: even a held hand, a turn, or a balanced leg lift could be very
moving. Could it be any more clear that Crystal Pite is Canada’s best
contemporary choreographer?  

Dancer Nicole Ward and the artists of Ballet BC in Petite Ceremonie, part of a triple bill 
from Ballet BC.  M I C H A E L  S L O B O D I A N  /  M I C H A E L  S L O B O D I A N

The evening ended with Medhi Walerski’s tribute to complexity-meets-humour
satire, the whimsical Petite Ceremonie. It was a curious work, redolent of
European pieces like Alexander Ekman’s Cacti and many others that have
recently emerged in this mini-genre.  While enjoyable for its movement but not
directly so for its content (it is purportedly about connecting lines and boxes
like connecting women to men, a curious premise that often failed), the work is
a beguiling series of one-act pieces cast as movement studies.  

I think Walerski is a remarkable talent, however, there was little to no
coherence to be had from his series of panels that the audience could take
away and say they had some idea of what the work was about. Each mini-act
was so well done, so well designed in and of itself (apart from a tribute to the
ludicrous, featuring a fourth-wall monologue set to juggling which was too
obvious), that any given panel could have served as premise for a fully worked
out ballet in its own right.  

And that was the problem: the little ceremonies men and women observe with
each other and their attempts to connect to one another that we saw surely
needed more detailed explanation and further exploration, surely a better
devotion of time and choreographic effort. I enjoyed seeing Walerski’s creative
gifts on display, but would prefer to know more about what movement means
to him in a full-length contemporary dance work and not in a series of merely
clever vignettes.
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